[The correlation between body composition and the functional state of cardiovascular system in young men in dependence on the hemodynamics types].
Introduction: The problem with overweight and the methods of antropomorphology analysis of the human body is actual in preventive medicine. The latest researches have shown doubt about the objectivity of the BMI for analysis the physical condition. As a result, scientists have presented new methods to analyse the human body. The aim: To find the correlation between the indices of body composition and functional condition of the cardiovascular system. Materials and methods: The subject of this study were 48 young men with age from 18 to 25. The weight, BMI and the indices of body composition were measured by bodyanalizator Tanita BC-601. The function of cardiovascular system was measured by using medical device 'REOKOM'. The data was analyzed by using statistical program Minitab 17. Results: The results show that there was the significant difference between two groups among indices as cardiac index, stroke volume etc. The BMI, FM, VFC, FFM had shown the significant correlation with cardiac output in the first group. According to this, there was found significant correlation between FM, VFC, FFM and cardiac index in the second group. Conclusions: The findings of this study suggests that BMI does not give us the full information about the physical condition in contrast to the indices of the body composition. The significant relationship between indices of body composition and hemodynamics allows us to assume, that the type of hemodynamics depends on body composition.